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RENDICONTI DEL CIRCOLO MATEMATICO DI PALERMO 
Serie II, Suppl. 79 (2006), pp. 161-174 

GAUGE-NATURAL FIELD THEORIES AND NOETHER 
THEOREMS: CANONICAL COVARIANT CONSERVED CURRENTS 

MARCELLA PALESE AND EKKEHART WINTERROTH 

ABSTRACT. We specialize in a new way the Second Noether Theorem for gauge-
natural field theories by relating it to the Jacobi morphism and show that it plays 
a fundamental role in the derivation of canonical covariant conserved quantities. In 
particular we show that Bergmann-Bianchi identities for such theories hold true 
covariantly and canonically only along solutions of generalized gauge-natural Ja
cobi equations. Vice versa all vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts of infinitesimal 
principal automorphisms lying in the kernel of generalized Jacobi morphisms satisfy 
Bergmann-Bianchi identities and thus are generators of canonical covariant currents 
and superpotentials. As a consequence of the Second Noether Theorem, we further 
show that there exists a covariantly conserved current associated with the Lagrangian 
obtained by contracting the Euler-Lagrange morphism with a gauge-natural Jacobi 
vector field. We use as fundamental tools an invariant decomposition formula of ver
tical morphisms due to Kolaf and the theory of iterated Lie derivatives of sections 
of fibered bundles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our general framework is the calculus of variations on finite order jets of gauge-
natural bundles (i.e. jet prolongations of fiber bundles associated to some gauge-natural 
prolongation of a principal bundle P [5, 16]). Such geometric structures have been 
widely recognized to suitably describe so-called gauge-natural field theories, i.e. phys
ical theories in which right-invariant infinitesimal automorphisms of the structure 
bundle P uniquely define the transformation laws of the fields themselves (see e.g. 
[5, 6, 13, 16] and references quoted therein). In particular, we shall work within the 
differential setting of finite order variational sequences on gauge-natural bundles. In 
fact, it become evident that the passage from Lagrangians to Euler-Lagrange equa
tions can be seen as a differential of a complex (see e.g. [27, 29, 30, 18]): the theory 
of finite order variational sequences provides then a suitable geometric framework for 
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the Calculus of Variations. In this theory the Euler-Lagrange operator is a differ
ential morphism in a sequence of sheaves of vector spaces. Geometric objects like 
Lagrangians, momenta, Poincare-Cartan forms, Helmholtz conditions, Jacobi equa
tions, find a nice interpretation in the quotient spaces of the sequence of a given order. 

In the beginning of the second half of the past Century, to conveniently derive 
conserved quantities for covariant field theories, it appeared necessary to define in a 
functorial and unique way the lift of infinitesimal transformations of the basis man
ifolds to the bundle of fields (namely bundles of tensor fields or tensor densities as 
suitable representations of the action of infinitesimal space-time transformations on 
frame bundles of a given order [23]) [1, 3, 4]. Such theories were also called geometric 
or natural [28]. An important generalization of natural theories to gauge fields theories 
passed through the concept of jet prolongation of a principal bundle and the intro
duction of a very important geometric construction, namely the gauge-natural bundle 
functor [5, 16]. 

In particular, P.G. Bergmann in [3] introduced what he called generalized Bianchi 
identities for geometric field theories to get (after an integration by parts procedure) 
a consistent equation involving local divergences within the first variation formula. 
It is well known that, following the Noether theory [21], in the classical Lagrangian 
formulation of field theories the description of symmetries and conserved quantities 
consists in deriving from the invariance of the Lagrangian the existence of suitable 
conserved currents; in most relevant physical theories this currents are found to be the 
divergence of skew-symmetric (tensor) densities, which are called superpotentials for 
the conserved currents themselves. It is also well known that the importance of super-
potentials relies on the fact that they can be integrated to provide conserved quantities 
associated with the conserved currents via the Stokes Theorem (see e.g. [6, 20] and 
references therein). Generalized Bergmann-Bianchi identities are in fact necessary 
and locally sufficient conditions for a Noether conserved current to be not only closed 
but also the divergence of a a superpotential along solutions of the Euler-Lagrange 
equations. However, the problem of the general covariance of such identities exists 
and it was already posed and partially investigated by Anderson and Bergmann in 
[1], where the invariance with respect to time coordinate transformations was studied. 
This problem reflects obviously on the covariance of conserved quantities (see Remark 
4 below). Here we propose a way to deal with such open problems concerning globality 
aspects. For the relevance of the latter ones also in quantum field theories, see e.g. the 
preprints [2]. 

In [8] a representation of symmetries in finite order variational sequences was pro
vided by means of the introduction of the variational Lie derivative, i.e. the induced 
quotient operator acting on equivalence classes of forms in the variational sequence. In 
[6] the theory of Noether conserved currents and superpotentials was tackled by using 
such representations for natural and gauge-natural Lagrangian field theories. Recently, 
further developments have been achieved concerning a canonical covariant derivation 
of Noether conserved quantities and global superpotentials [24, 25]. On the other hand 
the second variation of the action functional can be conveniently represented in the 
finite order variational sequence framework in terms of iterated variational Lie deriva
tives of the Lagrangian with respect to vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts of principal 
infinitesimal automorphisms. In particular, in [7, 9] the second variational derivative 
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has been represented and related with the generalized Jacobi morphism. Furthermore, 
the gauge-natural structure of the theories under consideration enables us to define 
the generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphism where the variation vector fields are 
Lie derivatives of sections of the gauge-natural bundle with respect to gauge-natural 
lifts. 

In this paper we use representations of the Noether Theorems given in [8]; in partic
ular we specialize in a new way the Second Noether Theorem for gauge-natural theories 
by means of the Jacobi morphism [24, 25] and show that the Second Noether Theorem 
plays a fundamental role in the derivation of canonical covariant conserved quanti
ties in gauge-natural field theories (see Remark 5 below). In fact, the indeterminacy 
appearing in the derivation of gauge-natural conserved charges (for a review, see the 
interesting papers [11, 20]) - i.e. the difficulty of relating in a natural way infinitesimal 
gauge transfomations with infinitesimal transformations of the basis manifold - can be 
solved by requiring the second variational derivative to vanish as well [25]. Moreover, 
for gauge-natural field theories, here we stress that generalized Bergmann-Bianchi 
identities hold true in a canonical covariant way if and only if the second variational 
derivative - with respect to vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts - of the Lagrangian van
ishes [24]. As a quite strong consequence, for any gauge-natural invariant field theory 
we find that the above mentioned indeterminacy can be always solved canonically. 

As a consequence of the Second Noether Theorem, we further show that there exists 
a covariantly conserved current associated with the Lagrangian obtained by contracting 
the Euler-Lagrange morphism with a gauge-natural Jacobi vector field. 

2. FINITE ORDER JETS OF GAUGE-NATURAL BUNDLES 

We recall some basic facts about jet spaces [16, 26], Our framework is a fibered 
manifold ir: Y —• X , with dim X = n and dim Y = n + m. 

For s > q > 0 integers we are concerned with the s-jet space JSY of s-jet prolon
gations of (local) sections of 7r; in particular, we set JQY = Y. We recall the natural 
fiberings 7r* : JSY —> JqY, s > g, ns : JSY —• X, and, among these, the affine 
fiberings nl^. We denote by VY the vector subbundle of the tangent bundle TY of 
vectors on Y which are vertical with respect to the fibering n. 

Greek indices <J, / / , . . . run from 1 to n and they label basis coordinates, while Latin 
indices i - j , . . . run from 1 to rn and label fibre coordinates, unless otherwise spec
ified. We denote multi-indices of dimension n by boldface Greek letters such as 
a = (a i , . . . , a n ) , with 0 < aM, fi = 1,. . . ,n; by an abuse of notation, we denote 
by a the multi-index such that aM = 0, if /i ^ a, a^ = 1, if /i = o\ We also set 
| a | := ax -| \- an and a! := a i ! . . . an\. The charts induced on JSY are denoted by 
[xa

)y
i
OL)1 with 0 < | a | < s; in particular, we set y*0 = y\ The local vector fields 

and forms of JSY induced by the above coordinates are denoted by (d?) and (djj, 
respectively. 

For s > 1, we consider the natural complementary fibered morphisms over JSY —• 
JS-XY (see e.g. [18, 19, 31]): 

V: JSY xTX->TJs^Yy d:JsY x TJS^Y -> VJS^Y, 
X Ja-iY 
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with coordinate expressions, for 0 < | a | < s — 1, given by 

V = d*®Vx = d>®{dx + yj
a+xd?),1> = ^ a ® ^ = ( 4 - ^ a + A d A ) ® ^ . 

The morphisms above induce the following natural splitting (and its dual): 

(1) JSY x TJs.lY=(jsY x T'X^QC^IY], 
Js-iY V '-I* ) 

where C\_x\Y\:=\m$\ and $\\JaY x V* J3^Y -* J3Y x T*J3-XY. 
Js-iY J,-iY 

If / : J3Y -» M is a function, then we set Daf :=Vaf, Da+(rf '^D^Daf, where 
DG is the standard formal derivative. Given a vector field 2 : JSY —• TJSY, the 
splitting (1) yields 2 o TTS

S+
1 = 2# + Ev where, if 2 = 27<97 + 2 l

a9", then we have 
2# = 2 7D 7 and Ev = (2^ — y^+72

7)<9-*. We shall call 2# and Ev the horizontal and 
the vertical part of 2, respectively. 

The splitting (1) induces also a decomposition of the exterior differential on Y, 
{nl_i)*° d = dn + dV} where d#and dv are defined to be the horizontal and vertical 
differential. The action of d# and dv on functions and 1-forms on J3Y uniquely 
characterizes dH and dv (see, e.g., [26, 31] for more details). A projectable vector 
field on y is defined to be a pair (u,f)> where u : Y —• T y and £ : X —* T-X" are 
vector fields and u is a fibered morphism over £. If there is no danger of confusion, 
we will denote simply by u a projectable vector field {u,£). A projectable vector field 
(u,f) can be conveniently prolonged to a projectable vector field {jsu,£)\ coordinate 
expression can be found e.g. in [18, 26, 31]. 

2.1. Gauge-natural bundles. Let P —> X be a principal bundle with structure 
group G. Let r < k be integers and W(r,k)P := JrP x Lk{X), where Lk{X) is the 

bundle of /c-frames in .X [5, 16], W(r,k)G:=JrG 0 GLk{n) the semidirect product 
with respect to the action of GLk{n) on JrG given by the jet composition and GLk{n) 
is the group of /Hrames in JRn. Here we denote by JrG the space of (r, n)-velocities 
on G [16]. The bundle W(r,k)P is a principal bundle over X with structure group 
W{r,k)G. Let F be any manifold and C : W(r,k)G x F - 4 F b e a left action of W(r,k)G 

on F. There is a naturally defined right action of W(r,k)G on W(r,k)P x F so that 
we can associate in a standard way to W(r,k)P the bundle, on the given basis X, 
y c : = i y M ) p x c F . 

Definition 1. We say (yr , X, 7r>; F , G) to be the gauge-natural bundle of order (r, fc) 
associated to the principal bundle W(r,k)P by means of the left action ( of the group 
W{r,k)G on the manifold F [5, 16]. 

Remark 1. A principal automorphism $ of W(r,k)P induces an automorphism of the 
gauge-natural bundle by: 

(2) $ c : Y< - YC : [ ( j ^ J ^ . / l c - [ W r , # ) , & . 

where f e F and [•, -]r is the equivalence class induced by the action (• 

Definition 2. We define the vector bundle over X of right-invariant infinitesimal 
automorphisms of P by setting A = TP/G. 
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We also define the vector bundle over X of right invariant infinitesimal automor
phisms of W(r>k)P by setting A(r,k) :=TW(r,k)P/W(r,k)G (r < k). 

Denote by Tx and A^k) the sheaf of vector fields on X and the sheaf of right invari
ant vector fields on W(r,k)P, respectively. A functorial mapping 0 is defined which 
lifts any right-invariant local automorphism ($, (j>) of the principal bundle W^k)P 
into a unique local automorphism ($r,0) of the associated bundle Y$. Its infinitesi
mal version associates to any S G A^r,k\ projectable over £ G 7x, a unique projectable 
vector field S := <5(S) on Y^ the gauge-natural lift, in the following way: 

(3) ( 5 : y c x ^ - * ) - » r y c : ( y > S ) H - > E ( y ) , 

where, for any y G yr , one sets: E(y) = ;|[($c*)(2/)]t=o> ^ d $cA denotes the (local) 
flow corresponding to the gauge-natural lift of $ t-

This mapping fulfils the following properties (see [16]): 

(1) (5 is linear over ic.Vc; 
(2) we have T7rr o <S = idTx ° ^r,k)

y where n(r,k) is the natural projection Y^ x 

A(r,k) -> TX\_ _ 
(3) for any pair (A,S) G A{r,k), we have <5([A,S]) = [(5(A), 0(5)1-

2.2. Lie derivative of sections. 

Definition 3. Let 7 be a (local) section of yr , S G A(r,k) and S its gauge-natural lift. 
Following [16] we define the generalized Lie derivative of 7 along the vector field S to 
be the (local) section .£=7 : X —• Vyr , given by £^1 = T7 o £ — S o 7. 

Remark 2. The Lie derivative operator acting on sections of gauge-natural bundles 
satisfies the following properties: 

(1) for any vector field S G A(r,k), the mapping 7 .-• £*! is a first-order quasilinear 
differential operator; 

(2) for any local section 7 of Y^ the mapping S 1-* £*! is a linear differential 
operator; 

(3) we can regard £g : J\Y^ -* VY^ as a morphism over the basis X. By using the 
canonical isomorphisms VJSY^ ~ JSVY^ for all 5, we have £^\jsl) — JS[£E1]I 

for any (local) section 7 of Y^ and for any (local) vector field S G A(r'k). 
Furthermore, for gauge-natural lifts, the fundamental relation hold true: 

(4) Ev:=<S(E)v = -£*. 

3. VARIATIONAL SEQUENCES AND NOETHER THEOREMS 

For the sake of simplifying notation, sometimes, we will omit the subscript (, so that 
all our considerations shall refer to Y as a gauge-natural bundle as defined above. 

For convenience of the reader, we sketch the connection of the purely differential 
setting of variational sequences with the classical integral presentation of Calculus of 
Variations, although the two approaches (differential and integral one) are completely 
independent, even if the latter provided the motivation to the former from an historical 
viewpoint. 
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In the formulation of variational problems on jet spaces of a fibered manifold Y —• 
X} with n = dimX and m = dimY — n (see e.g. [12,14, 22, 26]), it is well known that, 
given an s-th order Lagrangian A E Hn, the action of A along a section 7 : U —» Y, 
on an oriented open subset U of X with compact closure and regular boundary, is 
defined to be the real number 

L (i.7)*A. 
tu 

A variation vector field is a vertical vector field u: Y —> VY defined along *y(U). A 
local section 7: C7 —• Y is said to be critical if, for each variation vector field with 
flow <f>t} we have 

6 fUs<i>toj^yx = o, 
Ju 

where S is the Frechet derivative with respect to the parameter t, at t = 0. It is easy 
to see that the previous integral expression is equal to JuUslY^jsu^ = 0 for each 
variation vector field w, where LjsU is the Lie derivative operator. For each variation 
vector field u satisfying suitable boundary conditions, since LjaU\ = ij,ud\} as an 
application of the Stokes Theorem, we find that the above equation is equivalent to 
JudislYttuEdx) = 0, where Ed\ is the generalized Euler-Lagrange operator associated 
with A (see later). Finally, by virtue of the fundamental Lemma of the Calculus of 
Variations the above condition is equivalent to Ed\ o jtsl = 0. known as the Euler-
Lagrange equations (see e.g. the review in [18]). 

Let us now construct the Krupka's finite order variational sequence. 
According to [18, 31], the fibered splitting (1) yields the sheaf splitting Wj?+l3\ = 

©t=o cf«+i,a) A W l+i» w h i c h r e s t r i c * s to the inclusion Ap

s C 0JL o C p " ' , A W'*+1, where 
WP,J+1 := h(Ap) for 0 < p < n and the surjective map h is defined to be the restriction 
to AJJ of the projection of the above splitting onto the non-trivial summand with the 
highest value of t. By an abuse of notation, let us denote by d ker h the sheaf generated 
by the presheaf dker h in the standard way. We set Q*s := ker h + dker/i. 

In [18] it was proved that the following s-th order variational sequence associated 
with the fibered manifold Y —• X is an exact resolution of the constant sheaf My 
over Y: 

0 _ . MY _ Л? Һ AJ/ J -Ł K]/Q]Һ ... hi Ai/ rЬ Aш _І 0, 

where the integer I depends on the dimension of the fibers of Y (see [18]). 
For practical purposes we shall limit ourselves to consider the truncated variational 

sequence introduced by Vitolo in [31]: 

where, following [31], the sheaves Vf:=CJ~n A Hn^+1/h(dkevh) with 0 < p < n + 2 
are suitable representations of the corresponding quotient sheaves in the variational 
sequence by means of sheaves of sections of tensor bundles. 

Let a € C] A 7in'£+1 C VT+i1. Then there is a unique pair of sheaf morphisms 
([14, 17, 31]) 

(5) E<* € C(2-|0) A 7in,23+l, Fa e C\288) Aftn '2 j + 1 , 
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such that (TT^ 1 )*Q = Ea - Fa and Fa is locally of the form Fa = dHpa} with pa e 
^(25-1,5-1) A W n ~ 2s-

We shall now introduce a - for our purposes - fundamental morphism, denoted by 
Krj, represented by Vitolo in [31] and further studied by Kolaf and Vitolo in [17]. 

Let then 77 e C] A C ^ A Wn'J+1 C VT+i2; then there is a unique morphism 

K*l G ^(2s,s) ® ^(2s,0) A ^n,25-rl 

such that, for all E : Y -* VY, ^EJT? = CJCfeaH®/^), where C1 'stands for tensor 
contraction on the first factor and J denotes inner product (see [17, 31]). Furthermore, 
there is a unique pair of sheaf morphisms 

(6) Hrj e C(2|S.S)
 A £(2s.O) A ^ n , 2 5 + l » @ri £ C(2s>s) A Wn ' 2 5 + 1 , 

such that (7rJ+"f
 1)*r/ = H^-G^ and H„ = \ -4(I.T7?), where -4 stands for antisymmetri-

sation. Moreover, G^ is /ocaHy of the type G-, = d#ft-, where ^ G C(225-i,s-i) ATf1'1^; 
hence [77] = [ff,] [17,31]. 

Remark 3. A section A G Vn is just a Lagrangian of order (8 + 1) of the standard 
literature. Furthermore £n(X) G Vn+1 coincides with the standard higher order Euler-
Lagrange morphism associated with A. Let 7 G An+1. The morphism H^ = % + 1 ( 7 ) | , 
where square brackets denote equivalence class, is called the generalized Helmholtz 
morphism] its kernel coincides with Helmholtz conditions of local variationality. We 
shall integrate by parts the morphism Kv to provide a suitable representation of the 
generalized Jacobi morphism associated with A [7, 9, 24, 25]. 

The standard Lie derivative of fibered morphisms with respect to a projectable 
vector field jsE passes to the quotient in the variational sequence, so defining a new 
quotient operator (introduced in [8]), the variational Lie derivative £J,H, acting on 
equivalence classes of fibered morphisms which are sections of the quotient sheaves in 
the variational sequence. Thus variational Lie derivatives of generalized Lagrangians 
or Euler-Lagrange morphisms can be conveniently represented as equivalence classes in 
Vn and Vn_K. In particular, the following two results hold true [8], to which for evident 
reasons we will refer as the First and the Second Noether Theorem, respectively. 

Theorem 1. Let [a] = h(a) G Vn. Then we have locally (up to pull-backs) 

£j.s(h{<*)) = Ev\£n(h(a)) + dH(j2sEv\pdvh{a) + £\h(a)). 

Theorem 2. Letae As"1"1. Then we have globally (up to pull-backs) 

£jM = £n(js+iZv\h(a)) + CKjsEvQKMa) . 

Notice that the Second Noether Theorem as formulated above, is represented in 
terms of the morphism Khda-

3.1. Noether conserved currents. In the following we assume that the field equa
tions are generated by means of a variational principle from a Lagrangian which is 
gauge-natural invariant, i.e. invariant with respect to any gauge-natural lift of infini
tesimal right invariant vector fields. Both the Noether Theorems take a quite particular 
form in the case of gauge-natural Lagrangian field theories (see e.g. [6, 20]) due to the 
fact that the generalized Lie derivative of sections of the gauge-natural bundles has 
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specific linearity properties recalled in Subsection 2.2 and it is related with the vertical 
part of gauge-natural lifts by Eq. (4). 

Definition 4. Let (E,f) be a projectable vector field on yr . Let A € V" be a 
generalized Lagrangian. We say E to be a symmetry of A if £ • ^ A = 0. 

We say A to be a gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian if the gauge-natural lift (S, f) 
of any vector field E £ A^ is a symmetry for A, i.e. if £J J + 1E A = 0. In this case the 
projectable vector field E = 0(E) is called a gauge-natural symmetry of A. 

In the following we rephrase the First Noether Theorem in the case of gauge-natural 
Lagrangians. 

Proposition 1. Let X E V" be a gauge-natural Lagrangian and (E,f) a gauge-natural 
symmetry ojX. Then we have 0 = —£s\£n{X) + dH{—js£

iz\Pdv\ + f J^)- Suppose that 
{J2s+i°y{-£z\£n{X)) = 0. Then, the (n - l)-/orm e = -j3£z\Pdv\ + f J A fulfills the 
equation d((j2s^)*(^)) = 0. 

If a is a critical section for £n(A), i.e. {J2s+iv)*£n{X) = 0, the above equation admits a 
physical interpretation as a so-called weak conservation law for the density associated 
with e and the associated sheaf morphism e : J23Y{ x VJ2sA^r,k^ —> C£s[.4(r,fc}]® 

Co[*4*r'*)] A ( A T*X) is said to be a gauge-natural weakly conserved current. 

Remark 4. We stress that such a Noether conserved current is not uniquely defined, 
even up to divergences. In fact, it depends on the choice oipdv\) which in general is 
not unique - even up to divergences - depending on the fixing of suitable connections 
used to derive it in an invariant way (see [14, 31] and references quoted therein). 

4. VARIATIONS AND GENERALIZED JACOBI MORPHISMS 

We consider formal variations of a morphism as multiparameter deformations and 
relate the second variational derivative of the Lagrangian A to the Lie derivative of 
the associated Euler-Lagrange morphism and in turn to the generalized Bergmann-
Bianchi morphism; see [24] for details, 

p 
Let a : J3Y —• AT*JSY and let Lj^k be the Lie derivative operator acting on 

differential fibered morphism. Let E*, 1 < k < i, be (vertical) variation vector fields 
on Y in the sense of [7, 9, 24]. We define the i-th formal variation of the morphism 
a to be the operator: 6la = Lj,^ . . . Lja^.a. 

Definition 5. Let a G {V^)Y and £5. the variational Lie derivative [8] operator with 
respect to the variation vector field S .̂ 
We define the i-th variational derivative operator as follows: 

#[a):=pa] = [LBl...LSla]-£*...£*[<*]. 
It is clear that the first variational derivative is noting but the variational Lie deriva

tive with respect to vertical parts of (gauge-natural lifts) of vector fields. Analogously, 
the second variational derivative is nothing but the iterated (twice) variational Lie 
derivative; thus it can be expressed by means of the Noether Theorems. As a straight
forward consequence the following characterization of the second variational derivative 
of a generalized Lagrangian in the variational sequence holds true [24]. 
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Proposition 2. Let X € (V")y and let S be a variation vector field; then we have 

(7) 62X = [£n(j2sZ\h8X) + Cl(j2sE®Khd6x)}. 

4.1. Generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphisms. Let now S = <3(S) be a 
variation vector field associated to some S £ Ar'k. Let us consider jsZv, i.e. the 
vertical part according to the splitting (1). We shall denote by j82y the induced 
section of the vector bundle A^sMsK The set of all sections of this kind defines a 
vector subbundle of J8A^k\ which by a slight abuse of notation (since we are speaking 
about vertical parts with respect to the splitting (1)), we shall denote by VJsA

(r>k\ 

Let A be a Lagrangian and S a variation vector field. Let us set x(A, <3(S)y) := 

Ci(J2aS ® Khdc * A) = E. ~,M/. _ x. Let DH be the horizontal differential on 

Yr x VA^k\ Since DHx(K ®(~)v) = 0, by applying a global decomposition formula 
for vertical morphisms due to Kolaf [14], as a consequence of linearity properties of 
both x(A,0(S)v) and the Lie-derivative operator -C, from Proposition 2 we deduce 
what follows. 

Lemma 1. We have: 

(^UiTxiK <3(SV) = Ex(Xj(5£)v) + FX(A>(S(H)V) , 

where 

Ex{x,mv • ̂ 4:TC x VJisA
(r'k) -* C'Q[A™}®C*[AlT'k)} A (AT*X), 

and locally, Fx{K6{z)v) = DHMx{XM=)v)> with 

A-"x(A,«x2)v) : J«-iY( x VJ^A™ -> Cl.M™]®^'®} A ( " A V X ) . 

Definition 6. We call the morphism J(X> <5(S)y) := EX(X,G(E)V) ^be gauge-natural 
generalized Jacobi morphism associated with the Lagrangian A and the variation vector 
field <5(SV. 

The morphism J(X)<5(E)V) is a linear morphism with respect to the projection 
J4sY< x VJAsAW -> J4sYc. 

x 
As a consequence of Theorem 2 and Proposition 2 we have the following character

ization of the Second Noether Theorem for gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian field 
theories in terms of the second variational derivative (see [24] for the proof in detail). 

Theorem 3. Let 6$X be the variation of X with respect to vertical parts of gauge-
natural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms. We have: 

(8) CmvCmv := 6lX = J(X, G(S)v) • 

Furthermore: 

(9) J{\ (S(S)v) = <5(E)v\£n(<6(E)v\£n(X)) = £n(<5(E)v\h(d6X)). 

This result generalizes a classical result due to Goldschmidt and Sternberg [12] 
relating the Hessian with the Jacobi morphism for first order field theories; in addition 
here the gauge-natural structure of the theories under consideration enables us to define 
the generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphism where the variation vector fields are Lie 
derivatives of sections of the gauge-natural bundle with respect to gauge-natural lifts. 
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4.2. The Bergmann-Bianchi morphism. It is a well known procedure to perform 
suitable integrations by parts to decompose the conserved current e into the sum of 
a conserved current e vanishing along solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations, the 
so-called reduced current, and the formal divergence of a skew-symmetric (tensor) 
density v called a superpotential (which is then defined modulo a divergence). Within 
such a procedure, the generalized Bergmann-Bianchi identities are in fact necessary 
and (locally) sufficient conditions for the conserved current e to be not only closed but 
also the divergence of a skew-symmetric (tensor) density along solutions of the Euler-
Lagrange equations. In [24, 25], for the first time, the relation of the kernel of the 
gauge-natural Jacobi morphism with the kernel of the Bergmann-Bianchi morphism 
has been explicited in order to characterize generalized Bianchi identities in terms of a 
special class of gauge-natural lifts, namely those which have their vertical part in the 
kernel of the generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphism. 

Let now consider the term u;(A, 0(H)v) •= - J C E J ^ A ) appearing in the formulation 
of the First Noether Theorem given in Proposition 1. We stress that along sections 
which are not critical such a term is not vanishing, in general. In the following we 
shall manipulate it to derive - under precise conditions - a strongly conserved current, 
i.e. a current satisfying a Noether conservation law also along non critical sections, 
considered for the first time by Bergmann in [3]. 

In fact, as a further application of the global decomposition formula of vertical mor-
phisms due to Kolaf [14], following essentially the procedure proposed by Bergmann in 
[3], we can integrate by parts u(\, ®(E)v) to define the generalized Bergmann-Bianchi 
morphism. 

Lemma 2. We have globally 

K ^ M A , <8(S)v) = /?(A, V(E)v) + ^ ( A , * ( E M , 

where /3(A, G{s)v) = EU{XIQ{*)V) , and locally, Fw(A|t3(g)v) = -0/fMw(A|lfl(S)v). 

Coordinate expressions for the morphisms /?(A, ®(E)v) and Mw(A|C(g)v) can be found 
by a backwards procedure (see e.g. [14]). In particular, /?(A, <5(E.)y) is nothing but the 
Euler-Lagrange morphism associated with the new Lagrangian u(\,®(E)v) defined 
on the fibered manifold J23Y^ x VJ2sA^,k^ -+ X. In particular, we get the following 

local decomposition of CJ(A, (5(E.)V): 

(10) c/(A, &(E)V) = /3(A, <&(E)V) + DHi{\, G(E)V), 

where we put e(A, 0(§)v) = M„{XM*)v). 

Definition 7. We call the global morphism /3(A, 0(E)v):== ^(A.ofSjv) ^ e 9enera^" 
ized Bergmann-Bianchi morphism associated with the Lagrangian A and the variation 
vector field ®(E)v. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the problem of the general covariance of general
ized Bianchi identities for field theories was posed by Anderson and Bergmann already 
in 1951 (see [1]). This problem reflects obviously on the covariance of conserved quan
tities (see Remark 4 above). Here we propose a way to deal with such open problems 
concerning globality aspects. 
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In fact, let now A:=Kev^xi^)v) be the kernel of the generalized gauge-natural 
morphism J(\,<5(E)V). As a consequence of Theorem 3 and of Lemma 2, we have 
the following covariant characterization of the kernel of generalized Bergmann-Bianchi 
morphism, the detailed proof of which will appear in [24]. 

Theorem 4. The generalized Bianchi morphism is globally vanishing if and only if 
52#\ = J(A, e{2)v) = 0, i.e. if and only if®(~)v G A. 

The gauge-natural invariance of the variational principle in its whole enables us 
to solve the intrinsic indeterminacy in the conserved charges associated with gauge-
natural symmetries of Lagrangian field theories (in [20], for example, the special case 
of the gravitational field coupled with fermionic matter is considered and the Kosmann 
lift is then invoked as an ad hoc choice to recover the well known expression of the 
Komar superpotential). This is well known to be of great importance within the 
theory of Lie derivative of sections of a gauge-natural bundle and notably for the Lie 
derivative of spinors (see e.g. the review given in [20]). As a quite strong consequence 
of the above Theorem, for any gauge-natural invariant field theory we find that the 
above mentioned indeterminacy can be always solved canonically as shown by the 
following. 

Corollary 1. Let A G V" be a gauge-natural invariant generalized Lagrangian and let 
(3(E) be a gauge-natural lift of the principal infinitesimal automorphism E G Ar'k, i.e. 
a gauge-natural symmetry of A. Then <5(E)V satisfies the invariant condition 

( - l ) H ^ (D&faWX) - £ ( - l ) l ^ l i ^ ^ D a ^ ( a r A ) ) ) = 0 . 

In particular, the condition j8Ev = JDa(Sy)3f* G & implies, of course, that the 
components El

a and S7 are not independent, but they are related in such a way that 
jsEv. = Da(E

l - j/^S7)d" must be a solution of generalized gauge-natural Jacobi 
equations for the Lagrangian A. 

According with the above Corollary, we shall refer to canonical covariant currents 
or to corresponding superpotentials by stressing their dependence on R\ i.e. by Theo
rem 4 in correspondence of gauge-natural lifts satisfying covariant Bergmann-Bianchi 
identities. 

Remark 5. Let then A G V" be a gauge-natural Lagrangian and jsEv G fi a gauge-
natural symmetry of A. Being fi(\,&) = 0, we have, globally} u(\,R) = .D//e(A,£), 
then from the First Noether Theorem we have DH(t(\,8) - £(A,£)) = 0, which is 
a so-called gauge-natural 'strong' conservation law for the global canonical density 
e(A,£)-e(A,£). 

As an important application, we recall that recently the existence of canonical gauge-
natural superpotential associated with A and £ has been accordingly established in the 
framework of variational sequences [24, 25]. In fact, let A G Vs be a gauge-natural 
Lagrangian and (j8E} £) a gauge-natural symmetry of A. Then there exists a canonical 
global sheaf morphism u(\y A) G {V^3~^)Y x^ such that DHv(\ A) = e(A, A) - e(A, £). 

Notice that by the exactness of the variational sequence, the existence of a local 
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superpotential can be deduced as a section of (V^JiJy, X.AO-.*)' ^ i s ^oca^ s e c ^ o n c a n 

be always globalized by fixing gauge-natural prolongations of principal connections on 
P which are prolongations of principal connections with respect to linear symmetric 
connections on the basis manifold [6]. However, such a globalization depends on the 
choice of the connection itself. Furthermore, although this choice can be always done 
geometrically, connections are generally the unknown to be determined in field theories 
and then they should not be fixed a priori in a consistent truly covariant field theory. 
Our result enables us to get global sections of the reduced sheaf (V£s~

2i)y x^, without 

fixing any connection a priori. 

4.3. Generalized symmetries* and Bergmann-Bianchi identities. As well 
known, the Second Noether Theorem deals with invariance properties of the Euler-
Lagrange equations (so-called generalized symmetries or also Bessel-Hagen symme
tries, see e.g. the fundamental papers [28]). Although symmetries of a Lagrangian 
turn out to be also symmetries of the Euler-Lagrange morphism the converse is not 
true, in general. 

In particular, although for a gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian A we always have 
Cjs*X = 0, Cjs*vX does not need to be zero in principle; however when the second 
variation 6#X is required to vanish then Cjs^v£n(X) surely vanishes, i.e. j8Ey is a 
generalized or Bessel-Hagen symmetry. The symmetries of the Euler-Lagrange mor
phism (Second Noether Theorem) impose some constraints on the conserved quantities 
associated with gauge-natural symmetries of A (see e.g. [1]). 

Symmetries of the Euler-Lagrange morphism are clearly related with invariance 
properties of u(X,&(E)y) := —£*\£n(X). We stress that, because of linearity proper
ties of £, u(X, ®(E)y) can be considered as a new Lagrangian, defined on an extended 
space; thus Theorems 3 and 4 can provide us with some kind of Noether conservation 
law associated with the induced invariance properties of u(X, <&(E)y). 

First of all let us make the following important consideration. 

Proposition 3. For each E e A^ such that Ey e £, we have 

(11) £ J , E ^ ( A , £) = -DH(-j8£svJpDvMM)) • 

Proof.The horizontal splitting gives us Cjs*u(X,&) = Cjs*Hu(X,&) + Cjs*vu(X,8). 
Furthermore, u(X,A) = -£s\£n(X) = Cjs2X - dH(-j3\\pdvX + £\\)\ so that 
Cjs*vu(X} 8) = CjssvCjszX = £^[2VIHH]A. On the other hand we have CjssHu(X, £) = 
Cjt[EHtEv]>< = -Cjs2vu(X,Si). 

Recall now that Ey € £ if and only if /?(A, £) = 0. Since 

Cjs2vu(X,fi) = - ^ E v J W A , ^ ) ) + DH(-J8£ZV\PDV„(K*)) 

= 0(X, &) + DH(-j8£*v\pDvu{KSi)), 

we get the assertion. • 

It is easy to realize that, because of the gauge-natural invariance of the generalized 
Lagrangian A, the new generalized Lagrangian u(X,A) is gauge-natural invariant too, 
i.e. Cjs2u(X,8) = 0. However, a stronger result holds true. In fact, we can state 
the following naturality property for u(X,&), which provides some more information 
concerning the Hamiltonian structure of gauge-natural field theories [10]. 
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Proposition 4. Let zv e £. We have CJ92Hw(\}fi) = 0. 

Proof.In fact, when Ev € £, by the theory of iterated Lie derivatives of sections [16], 
we have CjAvu>{\,A) = [Ev,Ev]\£n{\) + Ev\Cja*v£n{\) = 0. Thus £,fgw(A,-ft) = 
Cutvu{\, A) + Cja2lfu{\, &) = Cja2Hu{\ *) = 0. D 

As a consequence of Propositions 3 and 4, corresponding to any &{E)H} we get the 
existence of a generalized Noether conserved current (which could be interpreted as a 
generalized energy-momentum tensor for u{\) £)). 

Corollary 2. Let Ev £ £. We have the covariant conservation law 

(12) DH{-js£*v\pDvuj{KSi)) = 0. 

Acknowledgments. Thanks are due to Prof. I. Kolaf for helpful discussions and in 
particular for having brought to our attention the role played by the theory of iterated 
Lie derivatives of sections of fibered bundles. 
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